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Specification Sheet

   FloorWax    Acrilic self-shining floor wax

    Flat, semi-gloss, and glossy protection for floors    
     Description                 Acrylic wax to protect any flat surface where there’s high foot traffic and 

walls finished with  lime-based plaster or smooth cement 

     Composition              Synthetic wax emulsion dispersed in acrylic base 

      Where to apply         Any interior building surfaces, both flat and vertical
                                                  
      Colour                       Milk white

Appearance               Liquid

     Specific weight           1.05 ± 0.50  (gr/lt.)

      Flammability             non-flammable 

      pH after 30 day      7.5 ± 020
 
      Packaging          1.1 and 1.5 litre plastic jugs / bottles 
 
      Yield                     average: with 1 litre, 24 sq. m. (1 coat) 

      Dilution                  Ready to use, but can be diluted up to 100%.

      Application     min. 5° C,   max 30° C.    -  Relative humidity <  85 % 
      temperature

Storage    36 months if in the original packaging and protected from excessive heat 
 and cold. 
 Keep from freezing.

Drying time      To the touch – 1 hour at 20º C 
                                     Surface – 4 hours 

 Completely - 24 hours 



      Safety measures         Keep out of reach of children. In case of swallowing, consult a doctor.
                                          

                                               
      VOC Classification    Cat. A/ decorative paints. EU limit: 300g/l of COV. 

                                     This product contains :

                                      Matt: 0 g/l of COV;  Semiglossy 8,8 gr/l and Glossy 38,8 gr/l.

     Application                  On clean, dry floors, apply one uniform coat of the desired product (flat, 
 semi-gloss, or gloss) with a rag or felt wax applicator. After an hour, apply a 
 second coat in a different direction than the first. 

 
                                           Generally it’s recommended to apply it in thin coats since the excess wax 

 might be visible and is easy to damage.    
                                     It can be walked on after an hour. 
                                     It is self-shining, but for maximum shine, polish it after several hours. 

     Maintenance                Wash with EpoCleaner and re-apply the wax once a year or more often 
  depending on wear.     


